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ABSTRACT. The dynamic study of a dynamometer is an important problem in the experimental study of cutting forces in milling, in particular with a rotating dynamometer. But the interaction between the cutting process and the dynamic behaviour of the machine tool structure has an important influence. In this paper, an analysis of both factors has been used to reduce the influence in instantaneous cutting forces. But the main goal of this study would be the possibility of the cutting process monitoring based in the analysis of the acceleration signal with the application of technique recuperated signal.
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1.



Introduction:



The analysis of the cutting forces in the cutting process and its experimental characterisation by means of dynamometer systems has evolved increasing the analysis resolution as new developments in force measuring systems have appeared (until rotating dynamometers have been reached) and data acquisition systems. Nonetheless, there exists a number of factors that affect the carried out measurement that has to do with the dynamics of the dynamometer, the interrelation between the machine-tool and the dynamometer, the response of the sensors and the acquisition system etc. If an analysis is subsequently carried out by frequency of the signal, the interpretation of the spectrums pass through the origin identification of these excitations alien to the actual cutting process, even though in some cases having



2.



Dynamic Calibration of the dynamometer.



The analysis of the response of the dynamometer is one of the first factors to consider, in such a way that we can define the range of frequencies in which the



system has a lineal response. To do this, one must take into consideration the natural frequencies of the dynamometer, the influence that its assembly has on the spindle head of the machine, as well as the adaptors or the corresponding tools. In the calibration of the dynamometer two aspects can be distinguished: one that is relative to the lineal response of the system, which could be denominated static calibration, and the other to a response in the presence of a excitation dynamics. The first of these is seen solved through the alignment carried out by the dynamometer’s Fig. 1. Natural frequencies, Kistler own construction which allows to define the 9124A. systems sensibility in the presence of a force. The samples throughout the measurement range of the cell load applied by means of a measured force through a force standard, which gave us the corresponding layout; defined that magnitude. Nevertheless, when the dynamometer was mounted on the machine, the cutting forces were not static, in which case if a frequency study were meant to be carried out, the system response in the presence of dynamic excitations should have been taken into consideration. This would be seen affected by the natural frequencies of the dynamometer in such a way that after the calibration dynamics we could define the range of frequencies in which the system obtained a flat response. All the same the natural frequencies of the free dynamometer, the influence that its mounting has on the spindle-head of the milling machine, the adaptors or the corresponding tools should be taken into consideration. In [Carreiro, 98]the development of a rotating dynamometer and its dynamic calibration was shown. The later was approached by mechanising axial depth variables and through electric excitation by means of a signal and the study of its distortion. In Fig. 1 the corresponding curves to the response in the frequency of the free dynamometer given by the manufacturer are shown, taking the following characteristical frequencies:



Dirección Fx Fy Fz



f0 2988 Hz 2687 Hz 6337 Hz



With the objectives of preventing possible errors in the amplitude of the signal, it is advisable to carry out tests with frequencies kept away from the natural frequency,



taking as the first criterion where errors inferior 5% for measurements on carried out frequencies below 1/5 of the natural frequency, or from 10% measurements if 1/3 is taken as the maximum limit of the natural frequency, is assumed. This corresponds to the natural frequency of the mounted dynamometer on the spindlehead of the machine-tool and the assembled adaptor, the end mill holder and the actual tools.



Dirección Fx Fy Fz



fmax (5%) 600 Hz 540 Hz 1270 Hz



fmax (10%) 1000 Hz 895 Hz 2110 Hz



A simple method for its characterisation consists in exciting the mounted dynamometer by means of a hammer and records the obtained signal in each channel. The inverse of the oscillation period, which appears in the fall of the signal, corresponds to the natural frequency of the unit. In Fig. 2 the curves obtained following this method are shown using our machine in Fy direction, observing an oscillation period of 0.002s, which approximately corresponds to 500Hz. This takes us to the fact that the work frequency is seen noticeable reduced.



Fig. 2. Time response of dynamometer excited.



However, it would be interesting to know the actual frequency of the dynamometer mounted on the machine, as well as the response in frequency. For this reason the mounting by means of which the system was incited using known signals and analysing its response was carried out. Various techniques were used: • Excitation through a signal generator with a white noise • Excitation through a signal generator with an impulse • Excitation through an instrumented hammer In the first two cases a shaker fed by a signal generator and joined at the end of the tool was used through a force transducer.



In the last case an impact hammer was used to generate the excitation in different directions at the end of the tool. As was expected the results obtained were similar in all cases, each one of course with its particularities. Excitation by means of a signal generator permits us to control which type of signal and at which range frequency we want to excite the system, because of this using as a base a white noise, signals in the ranges of 0Hz up to 10MHz, 1600Hz, 800Hz and 400Hz were generated respectively. The lower the range of frequencies the greater the energy the signal had in each frequency and consequently the coherence of the measurements obtained substantially improved in their corresponding ranges. In Fig. 3 one can observe the relation between the excited signal and the response, or what’s the same the response in frequency of the dynamometer in the 0 to 100Hz range.



Fig. 3. Frequency Response Function of dynamometer. White noise excitation.



The lineal area hardly reaches the 150Hz, and the existence of four fundamental frequencies in the range of up to 800Hz can be observed (where there are unitarian coherences for all the excited signals): 287, 360, 470 and 551 HZ, 470 Hz having the largest amplitude. This value is proximate to 500 Hz, which is obtained by means of Fig 2. The coherence of the measurements was very good, having a unit value above 600 HZ irrespective of the excitation value that was used (Fig 3 ) In this graph one can appreciate in a particular way the restrictions in the frequency that are had with a white noise of up to 400Hz. On the other hand, exciting an impulsive signal the response obtained was similar with maximum values at 287, 360, 470, 551 Hz and of equal magnitud (Fig 4) despite the fact that now the spectrum of the excited signal was different, which indicated the validity of the method for the proposed objective.



Fig. 4. FRF dynamometer. Excitation impulse.



3.



Dynamic Characterisation of the machine. Modal experimental analysis.



The modal analysis of the system has been centred on the spindle-head of the milling machine, trying to establish up to which point these affected the carried out measurement by means of the dynamometer.



Fig. 5. DOF considered in spindle-head study.



On the other hand, by trying to monitor the process by means of the vibratory analysis (measurement of the acceleration level at a certain point of the spindle-head). We have tried to identify the difference in the system response when introducing the dynamometer, conditions in which the study of coherence between the cutting force signals and acceleration would be carried out.



The modal model with which we have worked was a general dynamic model in which 4 DOF were considered as shown in Fig 5,corresponding to the three movements (displacements) of the tool extremity (1x, 1y, 1z) and with normal direction displacement to the spindle-head (2y) with reference point used for the acceleration level measurement. In the model study the four coordinates were used (1x,1y,1z and 2y). Signalling in first place the point of excitation and in second place the response measurement. For these coordinates in Fig. 6 the inertances experimentally obtained are shown, as well as the coherence of the measurements for the maximum range measurement up to 2 KHz. As can be seen the coherence is quite good in an extensive range of frequencies even



though they are reduced in the higher ones, because in these th excitation was already weak, and in the low, because in that case the response was null.



Fig. 6. FRF1y2y and coherence. Without dynamometer.



Fig. 7. FRF1y2y and coherence. With dynamometer.



In similar conditions but introducing the dynamometer, in Fig. 7 the inertances and coherence functions obtained experimentally are shown, giving a similar behaviour. However, in each case, it is in the lower frequencies that we are interested in centering the analysis, zooming on the area indicated. To determine the incidence that the insert of the dynamometer has over the actual frequencies and modes of the system, four functions of the responses obtained while exciting into the 4 DOF and measuring the response in the coordinate 2y were estimated. From here on in the analysis would be centered at the range of up to 800 Hz, where the excitation forces associated to the cut with the conditions used in this work were normally found. In images of Fig. 8 to Fig. 11 the extreme placing of the FRF obtained with and without the mounting of the dynamometer is shown. In the following table the characteristic frequencies are taken for the 1x2y case, that is shown in Fig. 8.



Coordenates 1x,2y Frequency W/D 1 290 2 362 3 431 4 534-551



Frequency WO/D 325 370 525 720



Fig. 8. FRF1x2y . Without dynamometer: ---- With dynamometer: ---- (0 ÷ 800 Hz).



In the following table the characteristic frequencies are taken for the 1y2y case, that is shown in Fig. 9. Coordenates 1y,2y Frequency W/D 1 290 2 362 3 472 4 534 5



Frequency WO/D 292 370 525 662 720



Fig. 9. FRF1y2y . Without dynamometer: ---- With dynamometer: ---- (0 ÷ 800 Hz).



In the following table the characteristic frequencies are taken for the 1z2y case, that is shown in Fig. 10.



Coordenates 1z,2y Frequency W/D 1 92 2 199 3 290 4 365 5 480 6 534-551



Frequency WO/D 92 217 662 720



Fig. 10. FRF1z2y . Without dynamometer: ---- With dynamometer: ---- (0 ÷ 800 Hz).



In the following table the characteristic frequencies are taken for the 2y2y case, that is shown in Fig. 11. Coordenates 2y,2y Frequency W/D 1 92 2 248 3 290 4 362 5 534-558 6 623



Frequency WO/D 92 248 292 370 525 720



Fig. 11. FRF2y2y . Without dynamometer: ---- With



dynamometer: ---- (0 ÷ 800 Hz).



We can verify how the dynamic response of the dynamometer had been modified when mounted on the mill, where some modes around the typical characteristic frequencies of 287, 360,470 and 551 Hz appeared. The incorporation of the dynamometer in some cases was affected by an increase in the rigidity with modes that appeared in slightly superior frequencies such as in 1y2y or 2y2y where it passed from 525 to 534, meanwhile in other



cases the effect was contrary with slight modifications from 292 to 290 or from 379 to 362, in 1x2y and 1y2y respectively. In general terms the contribution was increased around the 400-600 Hz, with peaks that could have split and in which it would be necessary to carry out a finer analysis for an adequate definition. To summarise in Table 1 the natural frequencies that appeared in each of the cases where the dynamometer had been mounted were taken and the contribution of each one of them would be weighed indicating the order of the magnitude of the response.



W/D



Wout/D



Coordenates



1x,2y



1 2 3 4



1y,2y



1 2 3 4



1z,2y



1 2 3 4 5 6



2y,2y



1 2 3 4 5 6



Frecuency



Order



Coordenates



290 362 431 534-551 290 362 472 534



3 2 1 4



1x,2y



1 2 3 4



Frecuency



Order 3 3 4 2



1 2 3 4



325 370 525 720 292 370 525 662 720 92 217 662 720



3 1 2 4



1y,2y



1 2 3 4 5



92 199 290 365 480 534-551 92 248 290 362 534-558 623



6 5 4 3 1 2



1z,2y



3 6 1 2 4 5



2y,2y



1 2 3 4 5 6



92 248 292 370 525 720



4 5 2 1 6 3



4 3 5 2 1 3 1 4 2



Table 1. Characteristic frequencies.



3. Cutting forces measurement. The experimental study of cutting forces even in conditions where brusque variations of stress are reduced, such as in slot-milling process, are affected by high frequency noise, principally associated, as has been seen, to the dynamics of the actual machine.



Once the change in the reference system has been carried out, the temporary evaluation of the three components of force can be studied (radial, tangential, axial), as well as the torque (Fig. 12). In these conditions we have seen that the process did not guarantee the stability that was looked for, but rather oscillations were manifested in the tangential and radial component



Fig. 12. Cutting forces in 1-insert slot-milling: Ft, Fr, Fz y Mz.



In our case we proceeded in doing a digital filtering using a FIR Filter ( Finite, Impulse, Response), which is characterised by no introducing phase distortion. To obtain a correct insulation, elevated orders must be used, having selected a low-band frequency cutting filter of 100 Hz, Hamming type and of an order of 50.



4. Correlation between the cutting forces and the acceleration level Without a doubt this could be one of the most attractive means to monitor the processes, being that predictive maintenance techniques in the machines based on the vibrating analysis are found widely diffused in the industrial network. Neither sensors nor device costs would have to be a limitation. What will be shown here on, on the level measurements of acceleration, the same adjustment position of the accelerometer had been used as that in section 2. This corresponds to a flat area of the spindle-head of the milling machine where it could be mounted easily by means of a magnet as can be seen in Fig. 12, in such a way that it would not interfere in the manufacturing process.



Fig. 13. Acceleration level in spindle-head.



The results shown try to identify the relation between the level of acceleration and the principal cutting force or tangential cutting force. As in the last case, the data acquisition was carried out at the same time as the different magnitudes, using the function SSH as simultaneous sampling of the acquisition system with the aim of eliminating the delays between channel and to carry out the study of the correlation between both signals. In Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 the evolution in time between both signals are shown, cutting force and acceleration, in the milling down and milling up single tooth cutting process respectively. One can appreciate how in milling down not only the excitation and the response is much higher, but also more violent, nevertheless let us concentrate on the frequency to extract all the possible information.



Fig. 14. Cutting force and acceleration. Down milling process.



Fig. 15. Cutting force and acceleration. Up milling process.



The auto-spectrums obtained are significant in both milling down as in milling up (Fig. 17), the maximum peaks having a superior magnitude in the first case. On the other hand, the composition in frequency is partially defined, whilst in milling down the high frequencies are predominant, from 350 to 450 Hz, in milling up average frequencies are more significant around 250Hz. Both in one case as in the other a



maximum peak appears at 379Hz that corresponds to a harmony in the frequency associated to running speed near the mode of 362 Hz of the spindle-head.



Fig. 16. Down-milling. APS acceleration.



Fig. 17. Up-milling. APS acceleration.



In the milling up process the maximum value is reached at 278 Hz which corresponds to a harmony of the frequency turn around the mode of 290 Hz of the spindle-head taking into consideration that the bending modes have a higher efficiency as the sound sources. If here on the analysis is centred on the correlation between the cutting force and the acceleration level, the cross-spectrum and the coherence function would be calculated. In Fig. 18 both are shown in the milling down, appearing as expected maximum values around 350-450 Hz with coherences near the unity; if from here on a zoom is carried out in the low frequency areas (up to 100Hz) the peaks for the fundamental frequencies, running speed frequencies or the harmonious ones, once again the lower values of coherences are presented, not reaching 0.4 (Fig. 19).



Fig. 18. Down milling: cross spectrum and coherence between Ft and acceleration.



Fig. 19. Down milling: cross spectrum and coherence between Ft and acceleration. Zoom 0-100 Hz.



The down milling is a process which is dominated by the instability associated with the rigid start of cut, with the maximum chip thickness, that achieves mechanical excitation of all the assembly manifesting the appearance of multiple effects of the different modes. In Fig 20 the cross-spectrum and the coherence function for a typical operation of a end milling up are shown. In this case the magnitude of the peaks are lower making richer the area between 250-350Hz, with good coherence , although in this case the tree harmony pivoting frequencies predominate. The coherence for these is good, even though in the fundamental it falls again to hardly 0.4.



Fig. 20. Up milling: cross spectrum and coherence between Ft and acceleration.



In a similar way to that which occurred in the study of the sound level, the low correlation in the low frequency area reduced the efficiency of usage of this magnitude for monitoring or characterising the cutting forces, although by carrying out the analysis locally, significant results could be obtained. In [Poncela.93]this appeared to be so, although the tactic used to select the point of measurement is not shown. In this way the response in frequency of different points of the spindle-head were analysed, exciting the system in the direction y in the tool, with a white noise with band width up to 400Hz. The selected points for the test are shown in Fig. 21, number 1 corresponding to the usage up till now in the modal analysis and acceleration levels.



Fig. 21. References to studied the FRF.



In Fig 22 the frequency responses functions and the corresponding functions of coherence for each of the four points can be observed. The presence of the modes 290 and 360 Hz can be appreciated not only in number 1 but also in point number 2, although with a higher participation coefficient in the first. In point number 2 a mode around 460-470 Hz predominates while other frequencies are practically



insignificant, whilst in point number 3 situated over the spindle-head of the mill in a vertical direction hardly any frequency predominates, with very low responses in all the cases with respect to the rest of the positions. The coherence in the areas next to the modes are valid, posing/ created in the low frequency areas.



Fig. 22. FRF and coherence. Different points references.



In Fig. 23 a zoom of this area is shown. The responses in all cases are very low up to 680Hz, which equally reduces the coherence, which in the best of cases does not reach 20Hz (in points 1 and 4) with acceptable values, with very important variations.



Fig. 23. FRF and coherence (0 ÷ 100 Hz).



Another aspect that should be taken into consideration is the influence the incorporation of new elements would have on the response in frequency of the system, either being a dynamometer or only different types of tool boxes. In the specific case of the incorporation of the dynamometer its incidence in FRF (excitation in direction y) can be clearly seen comparing Fig. 24 and Figure 4.25.



Fig. 24. FRF without dynamometer (direction y).



The analysis that was carried out in this section compared the level of acceleration with the forces measured by the dynamometer (Hz). However, these were already modified by the response of the actual sensor (H1) which fundamentally incorporated a mode around 470 Hz which dominated the dynamics of the cut, therefore modifying the response in the end. In the case of trying to apply signal recuperation techniques we would have to take into consideration the participation of the different elements.



Fig. 25. FRF with dynamometer (direction y).



Lastly, in Fig 26 the auto-spectrum of acceleration obtained by the multi-tooth tool (Z=3) is shown in harmony. Once again as it had to do with a very unstable process, the maximum associates in the harmonic ones of high frequency were around 350450 Hz. This same fact can be observed in the crossed spectrum in Fig 27, how the area of lower frequencies, although the amplitude of the peaks are very reduced



compared with those already mentioned, the coherence for the fundamental frequency of contact tool-piece took a value near to one.



Fig. 26. Down milling (Z=3): APS acceleration.



Fig. 27. Down milling (Z=3): cross spectrum and coherence between Ft and acceleration.



6. Conclusions The particular problems that are in a dynamic analysis of cutting forces were analysed, dynamically characterising the rotating dynamometer used and its setting up in the machine tool. On the other hand the incidences of the mill spindle-head characteristic modals were also analysed. One of the objectives of this study was the possibility to analyse the cutting forces from a acceleration analysis, whose application in predictive maintenance of the system could have its principal employment. However, due to the rigidity of the machine in low frequencies, it had a very little response and consequently coherence between the frequency signs and low acceleration. Therefore in cutting process with a reduced number of cutting elements and at conventional speeds, the characteristic frequency was maintained in an area of very low frequencies with regard to this



problem, in which case the signal could be falsified or masked by noises of a nondefined origin. However, when the number of cutting elements were raised when the characteristic frequency was increased, an improvement in the coherence was observed and therefore a linearity between the signals. This fact shelters good vibrations with regards to the possibility of applying this technique in cutting processes of high speed, where the problem of predictive maintenance is manifested as essential.
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